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Women’s Practices in Terms of Breast Cancer Early
Screening and the Health Professional’s Role in the
Sensitization, Agadir (Morocco)
Short Communication

Abstract
Our study aims to describe the knowledge and the practices of women from Agadir
(Morocco) related to breast cancer screening and analyze the health professional’s
role in sensitization. Almost all women know breast cancer; however, the practice
of screening is deficient. The health professionals have reflected a modest level
in knowledge. The midwives interviewed indicate that they invite women to the
self-examination of breast. More efforts are yet required to promote the practice
of breast cancer screening in women. Health professionals should be concerned
more in education and information to enlarge screening, especially for high-risk
women.
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The efficiency of a screening program is determined largely
by the level of participation and degree of adhesion of women.
This adhesion to screening program rely on the women’s
knowledge and practices toward the breast and the screening.
The American Cancer Society recommends that all women should
become familiar with the potential benefits, limitations, and
harms associated with breast cancer screening [3]. An important
role was assigned to the health professionals in the program to
motivate women to adhere to screening. This is a responsibility of
great importance especially for doctors, midwives and nurses. If
the health professionals were themselves trained and sensitized,
they can motivate and recommend the women concerned to
participate in organized screening. They can also contribute
to physical breast analysis, learning to women self-breast
examination and orientation of women in mammography centers.
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Introduction
Breast cancer is a serious problem of public health. It
represents the first female cancer in the developed countries
and it’s the best cause of cancer deaths in women. In developing
countries, its incidence is growing and the majority of breast
cancer cases are diagnosed in advanced stages [1]. Early detection
activities are very important in reducing the incidence of cancers.
It is particularly important that women are regularly screened to
grow up the chance that a breast cancer is detected early before
it has spread [1]. By means of efficient information programs
and early detection, morbidity and mortality related to breast
cancer may be reduced. In Morocco, as is the case in developed
countries, a National Prevention and Control of Cancer Plan
(NPCCP) have existed since 2010. The objective of this ambitious
NPCCP is to reduce the cancer prevalence and the mortality rate,
and to improve the patients’ quality of life as well as that of their
relatives [2].
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The aims of our study are to describe the knowledge and
the practices of Moroccan women (Agadir) toward breast
cancer screening and analyze the health professional’s role in
sensitization and motivation of women to adhere to screening
program.

Conclusion

This is a descriptive cross-sectional study in 2016. Two
questionnaires were used: one was completed by a sample of
200 women who consulted at two health center in Agadir region.
Second was filled by all health professionals of these structures.
Our study shows that 92% of women have the age between
15- 45 and 94% are married. 91% of women are from the urban.
The level of education was primary and secondary in 72% of
cases (18% illiterate, 10% higher level of education). The use of
orally contraceptive was noted in 80% of participants. 93% of
the study population was living in an environment with tobacco.
Breastfeeding was practiced in 66% of women interviewed.

99% of women interviewed know breast cancer and 65% say
that all women are susceptible to have breast cancer. There is
then sufficient knowledge of breast cancer; however, only 32% of
women have conducted screening. The media are the most cited
as the information source (64%). The campaigns advertising on
television on breast cancer would be an important element in
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promotion of the knowledge level. After 6 years of starting the
screening program, health professionals only constitute 10% of
the patient sources about breast cancer. More efforts are needed to
improve the contribution of health professionals to breast cancer
screening, particularly the need for continuing education in future
programs. Regarding women’s knowledge of the different modes
of screening, the mammography is least known (9%), followed
by breast self-examination (30%) and in first place breast
examination by health professionals (51%). 10% do not know
any detection methods. The participation rates in breast cancer
screening activities were low. Although data related to breast
cancer screening among Arab woman is scarce, in a recent study
of Qatari citizens and non-Qatari residents, it was discovered
participation rates in breast cancer screening activities were low;
28,9% were aware of breast self-examination, 41,8% were aware
of clinical breast exams, and 26,9% were aware of mammograms
[4]. The role of health professionals appears essential for these
women.
A second questionnaire is adopted to explore the health
professional’s role. All health professionals believe that breast
cancer is a major public health problem in Morocco. They
are agreeing on the importance of their participation to early
detection activities and their powerful role in motivating
women to participate in breast cancer screening. 60% of health
professionals interviewed are midwives. They say they inform
women on the importance of only self-examination. They
consider it the best method of breast cancer screening. The health
professionals have reflected a modest level in knowledge. This is
consistent with the results of Charaka et al. [5].
These results lead us to consider two major parameters for the
success of a screening program and increased level of participation
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and degree of adhesion of women. First, it is necessary to
improve women’s knowledge about breast cancer screening
and act on psychological-sociocultural factors influencing the
adhesion women to the screening program. Second, the health
professionals should play a powerful role in motivating women
to participate in breast cancer screening. They should be involved
more in education and information to promote screening,
especially for high-risk women. The development of knowledge
and a positive conduct in terms of breast cancer screening among
health professionals should begin in the early years of medical
and paramedical studies, in places of practical training, and must
be uninterrupted through continuing education.
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